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HARDWARE
PROTOTYPING

We are using well-known platforms like ESP32, Arduino, Nucleo and 3D 
printing to develop prototypes of your final products. We will develop a 
complete prototype from scratch based on your inputs.

Tools used:
PCB and mechanical design software 
3D printing 
Rendering 
Development boards 
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We will create a complete hardware product, ready for serial production. 
During development, we do research, engineering, hardware and 
firmware development and connectivity for your new connected product.

In this process we work with:
PCB and mechanical design software 
Well know component suppliers like Farnell 
Trusted manufacturing partners 

Although we have our own communication protocol (IoTaaP Embedded) 
we are pretty familiar with popular protocols like LoRa, GPRS, 3G, and 
NB-IoT. Based on deep industry experience we will select the most 
relevant protocol for your application. Modules send data over IPv4 or 
IPv6 and we do support standard IoT protocols like HTTP or MQTT.

Solutions that we use in this process:



We are using Google Cloud Platform to run our virtual machines, but we 
are also familiar with AWS or DigitalOcean®. Server-side software layer 
contains all the necessary elements like databases, storage, processing 
services, and REST API. Communication is secure and reliable since we 
are using TLS and HTTPS as well as most reliable certificate providers.

Software solutions used in this process:



We develop creative mobile and web applications for remote control, 
data management, visualization, and analytics. Be sure that our 
applications will run both on Android and iOS since we are using modern 
framework Flutter. Web applications will be secure and reliable with 
Laravel and Vue.js frameworks taking care.

Frameworks used:
Flutter 
Laravel
Vue.js 



PROJECTS
GStation is a smart charging station for electric bikes. GStation is the 
first smart product with ‘IoTaaP embedded’ standard, which means 
it’s fully compatible with predefined requirements. During idle, the 
station will act as a weather station, showing and collecting data 
about noise, temperature, humidity etc. The user is able to select 
available bike models for automatic charging power adjustments, or 
manually enter charging voltage and current. The station can be 
connected connected to our servers using GPRS, 3G, WiFi or Ethernet.



Grunner Mobile is a smartphone application for Grunner Smart bike 
management. Grunner Mobile application can be used as the bikes 
infotainment system and remote. The application is fully developed 
using Flutter framework and it connects to our REST API based on the 
Laravel framework.

GCloud (or Grunner Cloud) is our solution specially made for Grunner 
electric bike. GCloud is a cloud platform based on Laravel and Vue.js 
that provides Route monitoring, remote control, fleet management 
and the most important – predictive maintenance. Based on collected 
data using our modules and micro-services, GCloud will predict and 
visualize various data like battery state, SOC, SOH, estimated range, 
motor failure, battery capacity drop and similar.



Smart PDU is a pretty important part of high power energy distribution 
systems. We had an extreme issue with power management in some of 
our projects because we didn’t have appropriate feedback from our 
system using stock PDU’s. Smart PDU uses Bluetooth to send real-time 
data to the mobile application which gives us the possibility to measure 
and adjust power distribution through multiple channels without 
screwdrivers, various measurement devices and without physical contact 
with the high power distribution system.with the high power distribution system.

VOS stands for Vehicle Optimization System and the only thing it does is 
that it optimizes. VOS helped us to achieve up to 30% (29.31 to be 
precise) extended range of electric bike with the original Li-Ion battery 
pack. VOS is a cloud-based software solution that is compatible with 
almost any connected motor controller. A complete system is created 
using Java, MongoDB, and some micro-services.



Universus VCU (Vehicle Control Unit) is our own product used for 
connected electric vehicles (e-bikes, mopeds, scooters). Universus is 
based on PIC32 MCU from Microchip and it uses WiFi or Bluetooth 
connection. Universus is I/O module with various I/O port types, like 
insulated inputs, analog measurement, binary outputs, RS485 
communication ports, and DAC based power regulators. The first version 
of our Grunner bike used this module for offline controls.

IoTaaP (Internet of Things as a Platform) is our own IoT development 
platform. IoTaaP Gateway is an innovative electronic device used as a link 
between your industrial network, sensors or devices and our cloud side. 
IoTaaP Gateway is a completely wireless device supporting standard 
wireless communications such as Bluetooth, NB-IoT, LoRa, and GPRS. 
Cloud platform will prepare RAW data and through our web application, 
you are able to configure what you want to do with your data – control IoT 
dedevices or create analysis. 



Grunner X is the World’s first smart electric bike, one of the most 
successful projects until now. Thanks to our advanced software 
solution VOS (Vehicle Optimization System) we’ve extended the range 
of this bike for more than 30% with the existing battery. Embedded 
M2M communication using 3G internet connection enables you to 
have a ‘virtual’ race with your friend in any part of the world. Our 
server-side solution was built with Laravel framework, MongoDB, 
MySQL,MySQL, Java, and some shiny scripting languages. Grunner Bikes is 
now a separate company focused on the production of smart electric 
bikes.
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